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Meet the Consonants and Vowels

for this Lesson

(Tav) 

Lesson 1

(Bet)  (Shin) 

is called  (kamatz).
sounds like sha

this represents any Hebrew consonant  is called  (patah).

sounds like sha

this represents any Hebrew consonant  

                               

                                               

 and



                             .1

                             .2

                             .3

                           .4

hebrew reads from right to left.  
The arrow will point the way.

Circle the sounds in each line that say “sha.”
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     .6

     .7

     .8

 = 







here are some 
oTher words 

ThaT sTarT wiTh 
.

year ..............................

listen! .........................

name ..............................

divine Presence ....
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here are some 
oTher words 

ThaT sTarT wiTh 
.

blessed .....................
blessing ..................
Children ..... 
of israel

son/..... 
daughter of commandment


Now read and read again.

                             .1

                      .2

              .3

                  .4

              .5

              .6

              .7

Can you guess  
what this word says? 
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here are some 
oTher words 

ThaT sTarT wiTh 
.

thanks ......................
Talmud .................
prayer .....................
repentance ..........


                .1

              .2

                .3

              .4

    .5

    .6

    .7

    .8



Now you 
can read…

Circle the words that say 
shabbat.

Practice these sounds with .

hebrew consonants 
sometimes have 
a dot in them. 
This dot is called 
a dagesh. in most 
cases the dagesh 
does not change 
the sound of the 
consonant.
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Can you see the shoresh  in these words?

sabbatical = 
labor strike = 

shabbat = 
he rested = 

and he rested = 

The shoresh  means “cease,” “desist” or “rest.” we first encounter this shoresh in 
the Torah at the end of the account of God’s creation of the world. (Your teacher will help 
with the hebrew; our shoresh has been highlighted for you in english and hebrew.)

and God finished on the seventh day 
The work that was made; 
God ceased/rested on the seventh day 
From all the work that was done.  
God blessed the seventh day 
and made it holy 
For on it God ceased/rested from all the work  
which God in creating had made. GeNesis 2.2–3 

The Jewish notion of Shabbat/sabbath and the various laws regarding its observance 
come directly from these verses. we learn (among other things) that we stop doing what 
we do every day and make one day distinctive and different to imitate God’s actions 
during Creation. Traditional observance of  directs our attention away from daily 
ordinariness toward the holy. our Torah adds to that notion later in exodus:

and on the seventh day God ceased/rested, 
and was refreshed/re-souled. exodus 31.17

we learn that there is a purpose to the stopping: we become refreshed—from the word 
nefesh (soul)—as did God. That which we cease to do and that with which we busy 
ourselves on shabbat point to the re-creation of ourselves that only such restful cessation 
can bring. our tradition teaches that it is as though we receive an extra soul on shabbat. 
how we make the most of that gift is up to us.
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Writing Practice
Practice printing or writing a .

Practice printing or writing a .

Practice printing or writing a .

Now print or write your first two words.
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print

print

script

script



                                 .1

                              .2

                             .3

Practice these sounds.
Practice @Home

       .4

       .5

       .6

       .7

       .8

        .9

       .10

Circle all the sounds that match the sound in the colored box.
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Lesson 2

 
Meet the Consonants and Vowels

for this Lesson

(Mem) 

(Dalet)  (Lamed) 

is called  (holam).

this represents any Hebrew consonant

 
is called  (hirik).

this represents any Hebrew consonant  

                               

                                               

 and
is called  (sh’va).

this represents any Hebrew consonant  

  
(Mem Sofit)
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here are some 
oTher words 

ThaT sTarT wiTh 

.

language .....................

night..........................

to life! .................. !

latkes..................


              .1

              .2

            .3

          .4

          .5

          .6

              .7

          .8

Practice these sounds and words with .
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               .1

               .2

            .3

             .4

Practice these sounds and words.

 =  = 
Now read this!

            .5

            .6

            .7

          .8
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  .1

  .2

  .3

  .4

  .5

  .6

          .7

Practice these sounds and words with  and .







here are some 
oTher words 

ThaT sTarT wiTh 
.

ruler.............................

commandment .......

family ................



Now you 
can read…

 =  
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The shoresh  means “whole,” “complete” or “integral” and imparts a profound 
sense of connectiveness to the words derived from it. 

when we consider the word  and translate it as “peace,” we often miss the 
appreciation that it goes far beyond the mere absence of war. True  denotes a 
wholeness or completeness that negates the possibility of war, but is not necessarily its 
opposite.

a simple greeting, “” asks more than “how are you?”—at least more than we 
usually mean when we ask in english! The question really speaks to the completeness 
and integrity of one’s being. Granted, when in israel, the greeting may get no more than 
cursory attention from the greeter or the respondent, but the implications are certainly 
there.

The traditional way to wish someone well if he or she is ill is to wish, “” 
“complete healing.”

The capital city of israel,  Jerusalem, derives from this shoresh, understood as 
“City of Peace.” what an irony: in times of tension and division, the city is far from 
complete or whole. Yet, such integrity is the ideal.

peace  =

complete =

pay =

Can you see the shoresh  in these words?
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  .1

  .2

  .3

  .4

  .5

Now we can learn the tiniest vowel. here it is:
it goes under its consonant like this:


 is called a    

make these "ee" sounds.

sometimes it is followed 

by the tiniest consonant, like this:


sounds like she.
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here are some 
oTher words 

ThaT sTarT wiTh 
.

sermon ........................
path .............................
generation ....................
judge ...............................


  .1

  .2

  .3

  .4

  .5

  .6

  .7

  .8

Practice these lines with  sounds on them.
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draw lines to connect similar sounds.

























here is the quietest sound in the whole world. 

  .1

  .2

       .3

                 .4

Practice these words. Three basic rules will help  
you pronounce words 
with a  sh’va.

•	 If	the	 appears under 
the first consonant of a 
word, it sounds like the 
“a” in the word “about” 
or the first “e” in the 
word “believe.”

•	 If	the	 appears under 
the last consonant of a 
word, or in the middle 
of a word, it is silent.

•	 If	two	 symbols 
appear together in a 
word, the first is silent 
and the second sounds 
like it’s under the first 
consonant.  

while not technically a vowel, we will treat the  as a vowel in this book.
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Can you see the shoresh  in these words?


to learn  = 

you taught =

to teach =

Talmud =

The shoresh   means “learn,” or “study.” 
one structure of the verb means “teach.” we all 
know that in order to teach, one must first learn. 
how appropriate that hebrew points the way for us 
linguistically!

The , the authoritative compendium of oral 
Law is derived from this shoresh and encompasses both 
notions of study and teach. 

in our morning liturgy, we find a section from the 
 that lists commandments for which “one 
enjoys the fruit in this world while the principal 
remains for all eternity.” at the end of that list, we 
find: 


“and the study of Torah is equal to them all.”

The assumption is that the study of Torah is equal to 
all the other commandments because study leads to 

them all. 

our tradition places profound significance on 
study and learning. in contemporary times, that 
emphasis has expanded beyond  
to include all areas of academic endeavor. 

male student  = 

female student =

students =

learning Torah =
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Writing Practice
Practice printing or writing a .

Practice printing or writing a  and a .

Practice printing or writing a .

Now print or write these words.
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                      .1

                  .2

                      .3

                      .4

                  .5
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Practice these words.

Practice @Home

         .7

          .8

Practice these words from the .

Siddur 

Words
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